THE PERFECT FIT

Xsite allows limitless opportunities to design spaces that maximize user experience. With different shapes, tile options and material choices, Xsite is not traditional in nature but rather a solution that meets the requirements of today’s modern workspace.

Also shown:
A wide range of material options, combined with different style choices make Xite extremely broad and flexible. Tiles can be placed independent of the frame and are available in tackable, acoustic, and slat for an attractive and functional addition to the workspace.
Power and Light
Xsite is engineered so you can distribute technology easily, virtually anywhere within the frame. An ample base wireway harness, mid-level distribution, and technology tiles make connections simple.

Cohesive and Consistent
With its inherent versatility, Xsite combined with Footprint allows you to move fluidly across a broad spectrum of workspace solutions with a wide offering of options, materials, and finishes, which ensures aesthetic cohesiveness.

Customization is Key
Xsite gives you design options. Put tiles anywhere. Create space in more shapes. Customize storage systems. Place components wherever they’re most useful. Xsite removes boundaries.

Design and Function
Utilizing our integrated design strategy, Footprint delivers a unified portfolio of worksurfaces, support elements, storage units, and mobile pieces to create workspaces with more possibilities and personality. When paired with Xsite, they expand design and function.
GET TO KNOW XSITE

Xsite is a system that eliminates limitations and allows design to emerge freely. Now ideas don’t have to be confined to a cube.

With multiple tile and frame height options, combined with metal, painted, laminate, and fabric tiles in bold or muted colors, Xsite offers flexibility and customizable features that support reconfigurability.

1. Panel-to-Panel Hi-Low Trim: A Clean Finish Where Panels Change Heights
2. Frameless Glass Inset Channel
3. End Trim
4. Open Base Frame
5. Support Leg
6. To-the-Floor Frame
7. Perks’ Accessories
8. Tackable Acoustic Tile
9. Slat Tile
10. Footprint’ Panel Mount Overhead with Sliding Door
11. Off-Module Connection: Add Frames without Adding Dimension
12. Markerboard Tiles
13. Technology Tile: Provides Power and Data Access
14. Tile-to-Tile Horizontal Jumper
15. Base Wireway Jumper: Connects Power Between Adjacent Base Wireway Harnesses
16. Base Wireway Harness: Distributes Power Through Frame Base
17. Base-to-Tile Power Jumper
18. Data Plate That Holds Two Ports
19. Top Channel Lay-In: Routes Data Cables
20. Mid-Frame Support: Spans Frame and Provides Support
21. Duplex Receptacle
22. Wood Tile
23. Xsite Traxx®: Supports Tiles, Worksurfaces, and Storage
24. Glass Tile with Wood Frame
25. 3-Way, 90-Degree Connector
26. Frame: Welded, Fixed
27. Sliding Privacy Door
Please reference the Xsite price list for full statement of line.

**PANEL HEIGHTS**

Xsite frames are available in five different base heights and can be built up to 80” and 93” tall by adding one or two stackers. Frames can be extended in three-inch increments. So, offices can be sized as needed.

**FRAMES**

- Base-Wireway
- Open Base
- To-the-Floor
- Off-Module
- Sliding Privacy Door
- Hinged Door
- Privacy Panels
- Stacking Off-Module
- Privacy Panels
- Stacking

**TILES**

- Tackable Acoustical
- Wood, Laminates
- Paint
- Glass
- Pass-Thru
- Metal
- Marker Board
- Slat
- Storage
- Fold Down
- Technology
- Power/Data

**TRIM**

- Top Cap & End Trim Flat Profile
- HI-LO Flat Profile
- Framed Glass with Stacking
- Framed Glass with Inset Channel
- Top Cap & End Trim Curved Profile
- HI-LO Curved Profile
**MATERIALS**

Reference the price list for the complete offering of material options. Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be viewed and ordered at kimball.com.

### WOODGRAIN: VENEER & HPL

Additional options available

- Monterey
- Tuscar
- Midtown Walnut
- Tribeca Walnut
- Driftwood
- Canyon

### SOLID: HPL

Additional options available

- Designer White
- Antique White
- Sandstone
- Cloud
- Fog
- Cinder

### SOLID: METALLIC PAINT

Additional options available

- Platinum Metallic
- Satin Brass Metallic
- Patina Metallic
- Taupe Metallic
- Carbon Metallic

### FRAMELESS GLASS

- Clear
- Frosted
- Linear Vertical

### DETAILS

- Frameless Glass
- Glass Tile
- Technology Support
- Trace Mounting System

**COMPANION PRODUCTS**

Xsite is designed to seamlessly integrate with a wide range of Kimball products.